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Write a campfire song medley

You can’t ride in my       (ADJECTIVE)             (COLOR)       
wagon. The       (PLURAL NOUN)       are broken and the

      (NOUN)      ’s sagging. Chug! Chug! Chug, chug,

      (EXCLAMATION)      !

One       (ADJECTIVE)       night, when we were all in

    (NOUN)    , boom boom boom       (EXCLAMATION)      !
      (NAME)       took a       (NOUN)       to the 

      (NOUN)      . And when the       (NOUN)       tipped it over, 
this is what she said, “it’s gonna be a       ADJECTIVE)       
one in       (PLACE)       tonight.” Fire, fire, fire!

I stepped on the       (NOUN)      . The       (NOUN)      
 was       (ADJECTIVE)      . Ooo, the       (NOUN)       
of       (NAME)       came tumblin’ down. The reason I 

      (VERB)       that he saved my       (NOUN)       is I dug 

down deep and I found       (ADJECTIVE)             (NOUN)      .

Sittin’ on a       (NOUN)       chewing my       (NOUN)      . 
Swingin’ my       (NOUN)      , woo, woo, 

      (EXCLAMATION)      . And along came       (NAME)       
the       (NOUN)      .

Let me       (VERB)       your       (ADJECTIVE)       

      (ANIMAL)      ! What’s that you say? I said let me 

      (VERB)       your       (ADJECTIVE)             (ANIMAL)      ! 
What’s that you say? I said I gotta       (VERB)       your 

      (ADJECTIVE)             (ANIMAL)      !

Write about your Summer Leader

Dear       (PARENTS/GUARDIANS)      , 

I am having the       (ADJECTIVE)             (NOUN)       

with my Summer Leader.  They are       (ADJECTIVE)      ,

      (ADJECTIVE)      , and       (ADJECTIVE)      . They 

always wake me up by       (VERB-ING)       the 

      (NOUN)      . One of them puts       (NOUN)       in their 

coffee every day and eats       (ADJECTIVE)       

      (NOUN)       and       (ADJECTIVE)             (NOUN)      . 

The other one smells like a(n)       (ADJECTIVE)       

      (NOUN)      , looks like a(n)       (ADJECTIVE)       

      (NOUN)      , has hair like a(n)       (ADJECTIVE)       

      (NOUN)      , and puts       (NOUN)       and 

      (NOUN)       on their feet. They both have us do

      (ACTIVITY NAME)      ,       (ACTIVITY NAME)      , 

and       (ACTIVITY NAME)       each afternoon. All of the 

activities are       (ADJECTIVE)       and 

      (ADJECTIVE)      . At night, we sit around the 

      (ADJECTIVE)             (NOUN)       and       (VERB)       

      (PLURAL NOUN)      . That is the best part of the day.

My Summer Leaders are super       (ADJECTIVE)      ! 

Love,       (YOUR NAME)      

WORD FUN!
Ask someone else to help you fill in the blanks! 

A noun is a person, place, or thing.

An adjective is a word used to describe a noun, like “silly.”

A verb is an action word, like “jump.”


